The UK’s
Premier Jet
Washing and
Render Cleaning
Company
Cost effective cleaning
solutions to keep your
building looking like new

“We guarantee
to impress our
customers and
their clients”

Welcome to Cleaning Service Ltd
Buildings and the spaces we live and work in have
a direct impact on factors that often remain
unseen. Apart from being major investments they
project who we are and what we do. This applies
to both commercial premises that attract potential
customers and homeowners simply welcoming
guests. Successful property managers and
owners understand that essential maintenance has
a direct effect on a building’s long-term value and
effectiveness.
Cleaning Service Ltd is one of the UK’s leading
exterior building and surface cleaning specialists.
With over two decades of industry experience, our
clients past and present benefit from exceptional
levels of service, insight, value and outstanding
results.

Our company has grown significantly throughout
our long history. Over this period we have acquired
both the theoretical and practical understanding
of dirt/grime and how it tarnishes our properties
and surroundings. We have invested and
developed new and innovative techniques to take
on both the smallest tasks and toughest of
challenges. Our industry knowledge and state of
the art equipment now enables our highly skilled
staff to deliver outstanding results every time.
Our in-house team can create specialised one off
services or maintenance packages for your specific
requirements. In every case we only use premium
quality biodegradable chemicals, which help keep
your home or business environment as eco-friendly
as possible.
Significant repair costs and damaged brand
perception can be avoided today by recruiting our
specialist team. Our aim will be to assess and
develop an affordable strategy to preserve and
safeguard the future of your investment. This
brochure offers a small selection of some of our
services. Please get in touch if you have a specific
need or enquiry. As always, our team of dedicated
staff will be pleased to assist with a “no-obligation”
discussion and quotation if required.
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K-REND RENDER
CLEANING SERVICE
The growth of algae and mould, inclement
weather and the combined effect of
environmental pollution are some of the primary
causes of significant long term damage to
rendered buildings. For property owners and
managers, render left untreated can lead to
substantial financial repercussions.
To improve our render cleaning service, we studied
the science behind algae and mould growth on
renders such as K-Rend. This study has provided
significant insight and understanding in to what is
causing your render to discolour, whether it is green,
red or black algae blooms.
We are proud to be recommended by K-Rend
themselves, and our render cleaning solutions will
not invalidate your K-Rend warranty. For render
cleaning we only use eco-friendly biocides combined
with a non aggressive method developed for the
treatment of roofs and walls called Softwashing.
The Softwashing system and equipment combined
with specialised training allows our team to deliver
the chemicals effectively and safely every time.
We guarantee a deep clean of your render, leaving it
in the best physical condition, free from both
organic growth and any discolouration. Whether you
need a full clean of your building’s exterior render or
localised cleaning for the removal of unsightly stains,
we are happy to help.

“One of the UK’s most
trusted experts in the field
of K-Rend render cleaning”
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Building Cleaning
We clean industrial warehouses to modern office
blocks, housing estates to privately-owned homes
and apartments. Just as these buildings are varied
in their construction, to clean them correctly
(without causing damage) requires specialist
operators with the experience to get the best out
of the equipment and chemicals they are using.
Based on these simple facts we believe we can
offer a level of service that outperforms many of
our competitors in the UK today.

“We study the science
behind why buildings
get dirty”

Whether you have a commercial or residential
property, your building is a valuable asset to you.
Each project we undertake is backed by a written
report and maintenance plan, which when
followed will protect the property for years to
come. From our experience a high proportion of
clients that have implemented these suggested
strategies have reported significant savings on
maintenance.
At Cleaning Service Ltd we offer free “no
obligation” advice and are available to deliver
tailor-made solutions for every challenge that your
establishment may be facing.
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Cladding Cleaning
Is dirty cladding on your premises giving a false
impression to prospective customers and visitors?
A clean exterior is a crucial component in the
successful running of a business. Well maintained
buildings help convey the message to
consumers that you offer a high quality of service
and care about the surroundings they engage with.
We have developed equipment and eco-friendly
chemicals which ensure our cladding cleaning
service is completed to a high standard, safely, and
on time.

running of your business, so when required we will
work with clients to deliver our services evenings
and weekends to minimise any disruption.
Apart from aesthetics, the regular cleaning of all
cladding on your building will help ensure that its
life is lengthened, and the cost of replacement
delayed. In some instances, failure to clean and
maintain cladding can lead to damage to
brickwork and to the structural frame of the
building. If regular cleaning is undertaken this
deterioration is often spotted and rectified before
any real damage has taken place.

We also understand that maintenance of your
building can sometimes interfere with the regular
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“Jet washing
to the highest
of professional
standards”

Jet Washing
Years of grime, neglect, bad weather and pollution
can slowly ruin the look of your building’s exterior.
We have a range of different machines and
techniques available for all types of buildings and
surfaces.
From listed buildings, which require gentle
low-pressure steam cleaning, to modern
commercial buildings that can withstand more
aggressive processes, we have the experience and
qualifications to deliver what is required to bring
buildings and surfaces back to life.

We are proud to have worked with hundreds of
clients over the years providing jet washing services
on garage forecourts, hotel exteriors, supermarkets,
agricultural buildings and schools.
Our aim is to ensure our jet washing service disrupts
your business as little as possible, so we are more
than willing to work out of hours to transform your
property. Whether you need a simple path cleaning
or an entire warehouse, we can offer an
individualised and tailored package to suit your
needs and budget.
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“We guarantee to leave your
residential or commercial
areas looking spotless”
Car Park & Commercial Area Cleaning
As well as the exterior of your building, clean
walkways, access points and car parks are essential
to any business.
Cleanliness transmits a positive message to visitors
and employees alike. We can clean car park floors,
walls, ceilings, pillars, metalwork and lights to a very
high standard. Special attention is given to
high use areas, wheelchair ramps, disabled access
and areas dedicated to refuse collection.

“Our experience,
expertise and
state of the art
equipment take
cleaning to new
levels”
When spillages and accidents occur, additional staff
and expert equipment are always available at short
notice to ensure your needs are met and your
business can continue to operate at full capacity.
Essential maintenance plans are available as regular
attention can help protect your business from the
negative impact of accident claims.
We always offer free no obligation advice so if you
require information on any specific cleaning
projects, please contact us directly.
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www.cleaning-service.uk.com

Contact Us:
491 SD Office, Wight Moss Way
Southport, Merseyside, PR84ZZ
Email : info@cleaning-service.uk.com

Tel: 0800-0933-267

